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.this idea of imagining something beyond yotw-ewi- and wildly rushing up is

your own .. . so religion is not the anser to x our problem. The only ansme r

as far as I could gather from what he said, to what he described as a desperate

situation is to ha-nd--hang on for a few more thousand years until Fred H. and ±c

his friends study further into the problem and find the answer to the d02-- desperate

situation in which man finds himself . 1 I thought his illustration was a mighty

good one. I think our situation is very similar to the one he described. I have

a picture of mountain climbing myself. I know what it is like and on the side of

a cliff. -f¬1-- and see two or three ways and get off and as you ... you are not

sure you can get back towhere you are-a4--.. . but I have found that-ww- when I

i am going to climb a mountain that is at alHl¬- like that , the best thing that I

can goc do is to ee- climb a hill somewle re near, and if I can climb this otle r

4l- hill and get a good look g at this and .. .1 can see if I go a little tot he right

here and if I go a little bit to the left and so, I can find a very easy way up, but

you can't see it when you are in the middle of it, you have to get some ds-ta-nde

distance away. And so I think that the sittntion that humanity is in ey today

is just about like ( Fred H. describes it, but we have an instrument that he does

not suggest and that is, there is one on a hill today, who has a strong -par pair

of field glasses and he sees exactly where we are, and he sees if we follow one

of these various cults or isms andg go . . . up the top , we are going to get a little

ways from the top and go over to Lhe bottom, he can see that, but He can see the

way we ought to go, and we can sow .. . He can give us information that we can't

get ourselves ea because He can see what we can be, so we need a Revelation

from one t}t can see what we can't see, and that is what Christians havein the

Bible. We have a revelation that tells us the cause of the situation that we are in,
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